
       Friday 12 Apr 2017 

Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 20 Apr 28 Apr 5 May 12 May 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (May 17 contract) 

106.20 147.80 148.90 148.55 149.90 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

322 298 293 296 291 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

197 POA 185 187 182 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

111 132 126 125 127 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

109 132 132 132 133 

Currency £/$ 1.4397 1.2825 1.2903 1.2925 1.2850 

 
WHEAT: UK wheat makes new contract highs for Nov17.  
 This week’s WASDE report cast a light on the global S&Ds for the new crop for the first time on Wednesday, with a headline that although 

global wheat production is likely to be lower than last year, global wheat availability on the surface should be about the same due to the 
very large carry in to this year’s crop – but most of these stocks are not in exporting countries. The US is going to be the major exception 
to this, as the 13Mmt lower crop is a sizable year-on-year reduction – only offset, in part, by their record (31.55Mmt) carry in.  

 UK wheat price action follows the European market far closer than that of the global markets however, with production across Europe 
expected to recover from last year’s horror harvest for France. With this EU exports are suggested to be higher, keeping end of year 
stocks tight and making the EU/UK market susceptible to any crop issues in the growing season. 

 European crop conditions improve by 1% from last week, as rains stem recent declines in crop ratings. 

 EU wheat areas look to have received some rains this week, with more potentially to come, but nothing significant enough to quench the 
land and safeguard against another prolonged dry spell. 

 US winter wheat conditions were 53% G-E on Monday, down from last week and their recent gains, reflecting the recent extreme 
weather wide areas of the crop have been exposed to – however the true impact might be shown in reduced areas or yield through 
diseased. Spring wheat planting progress at 54% complete (up from 31% LW and near the 5-yr average of 60%).  

 Old crop US export sales were negative this week, a net reduction, unsurprisingly making a marketing year low. Shipments were 600kmt. 

 Ukraine’s winter crops are said to have 90% in a good or fair condition, with only 10% weak or sparse. 
 

BARLEY: Old crop discount to wheat looks attractive, with new crop less so even with lower flat price 

 Spanish barley projections are falling by the day, and could see a 3Mmt reduction from last year – increasing import requirements.  
 

MAIZE/CORN: Supportive long term outlook – Brazilian question marks  
 WASDE new crop can be summarised in a line: lower production, increased consumption and sharply reduced ending stocks – likely to be 

supportive to not only corn but all grains across the global big picture. Old crop Brazilian estimate was 96Mmt, Conab are at 92.8Mmt. 

 Brazilian corn reports are thin on the ground; with weather forecasts remain a key indicator – showing additional rains next week. 

 Argentina’s corn harvest progresses to 31.8%, with good yields causing BAGE to increase their crop estimates to 39Mmt. 

 US corn planting is reported to be 47% complete (up from 34% last week) and behind the 5-yr average [52%] as expected, due to recent 
weather. Conditions over the weekend and early next week should improve and aid further sowing progress, but due to the tightening 
global stocks, any further delays or switches in area away from corn could offer further support for price from these current levels. 

 US export shipments of 0.7Mmt show a market reduction. Export sales made a marketing year low too last week. 

 French maize plantings are 93% complete and should be done by next week, as we concentrate more on development and conditions.  

 Ukrainian corn planting has progressed to 78% from 53% last week, still behind last year’s pace. 
 

WHEATFEED: Both summer and winter wheatfeed continues to look good value compared grains   
 Great weather and ample supplies are keeping prices under pressure, which is putting off some from buying the beneficial value.   
 

SOYMEAL: Old crop global crops and stocks prospects continue to grow. 
 Wednesday’s USDA report came and went with the usual digestive discomfort.  

 Old crop production was increased by 2Mmt, and carry outs by 2.75Mmt, which made the new crop S&D look underwhelming on its own, 
but more favourable on a report to report basis. Generally it looks less risky for the next 12 months as a result of having more in the sheds 
nearby – coming from increases to stock all around the world, including stock building in China. The USDA might be underestimating 
global demand.  

 The US old crop crush was reduced (following lower than expected NOPA numbers) and increased exports to net slightly tighter stocks.  

 Argentina’s bean harvest continues to make good progress 17.5% to 66.5% nationally. Weather forecasts offer continued dry conditions 
over the next two week, offering a very ‘risk off’ outlook. 

 Brazilian farmer selling influences the global bean price; but they don’t seem to have much of a reason to sell aggressively, in turn, not 
putting pressure on price. Meal prices will come under increasing pressure as Argentine supply flows improve. 

 US soybean plantings’ are not a major focus yet, but have advanced to 14% complete, behind the 5-yr average. 

 US bean sales continue to show the seasonal decline, with new crop offering little more either. Shipments were a low 346kmt too. 
 

RAPEMEAL: Tracking Soymeal, under pressure from Suns  
 UK prices of May-June-July Rapemeal continue to fall – all be it slowly as cheaper Soya and sunflower weigh on demand.  

 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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